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Abstract: The nation is a member of the Washington Treaty in 2014 and Tier-1 institutions have been compulsory to search for accreditation of programmes, promoting universal accreditation recognition of qualifications and make connections of technology institutes all over the world. To put it another way, technology organizations must aim for continued growth enhancement of different machine sub-components that is, input, physical resources, information, person, capital, curricula, teaching processes, production, performance, working-world contact and mechanism for Feedback. India provides the third-largest network tuition, but also faces issues surrounding connectivity, equity and decent pricing. The key problems facing a country include: translating demographic changes into population dividends, growing the Brutch Inscription Ratio (GER) into higher vocational education, ensuring equal access to technical training in various states and classes, including skilled human capital creation, rural development and infrastructure growth. Such organizations have met with extreme scrutiny because of price declines. India's Government has taken a range of steps in this respect steering. Which include, for example, the State accreditation commission from the AICTE regulatory agency, the introduction of project teachers and training, the proposal on polytechnics under concerted capacity building activity, the drive of ICT, etc. to promote the highest level of technological and economic growth in the country. Adoption at an Institute level must be addressed to improve the quality and develop consistency such as learning and teaching systems, ties with the workforce, full use of resources, the testing environment, personnel preparation in the educational agencies network, and development policy etc. The paper attempts to explain approaches to improve performance and quality in organizations.
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INTRODUCTION
India is the second most populous country and a youth nation. 672 million inhabitants are between the ages of 15 and 64 out of 1.2 billion people. The proportion of adolescents to participates in and contribute substantially to national and global growth is been projected to drop dramatically in India for the next 30 years as an Indian "demographic dividend.” This adolescent population with suitable skills and expertise must be given. India is now facing publicity, cost and productivity problems with its third largest education program. Large Enrolment at higher and professional point, ratio (GER) is just 22 percent and thus there is room to grow further Professional Skills. The Indian government has set a target for achieving student enrollment of 38 per cent by 2020. The Biggest obstacles a country faces include: to transform demographic gain to demographic dividend, increase higher as well as technical education GER, supplying equal opportunities connection to Higher Training in different States classes, including human capital for industry, nature conservation and conversion and building infrastructure [1].

Washington is a daily June 2014 affiliate partnership with NBA Under-Studies Certified (UG) systems with autonomous schools and universities, including Tier I constituency, and other university signatories of Washington, are eligible for approval. Service Accreditation will promote regional cooperation and the international migration of students of engineering institutes. This continuous improvement to the recognition rules will be sought by many engineering institutions. [2].

Quality Movement in Education
In 1950, quality revolution began. A comprehensive quality control strategy was developed in 1986. It requires 14 steps to boost a business or industry’s performance. In many different forms, consistency has been defined. Quality was often represented as an implementation of requirements. Quality is defined as a capacity for use in terms of design, compliance, quality, security and usage on the ground in terms of design, conformance, safety and field usage. This is focused on top-down strategy and organizational strategies. Quality has often been described as customer happiness or customer delight or customer satisfaction at reasonable prices. The definition of consistency, as ‘complies with specifications, the maximum characteristics and the characteristics
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of a good or service that underpin its capacity to serve defined and implied needs,’ was described according to Macdonald and Piggot as ‘delighting the consumer by constantly compliance with and enhancement of accepting requirements.’ Quality is a subjective definition and intrinsic according to ISO 9000. The product or service characteristics are contrasted with the terms and conditions. Performance is a continuous development mechanism and not an absolute, but a relative one. Price advances are concerned mainly with analysis of the process rather than the product or the result. [3].

U.S. politicians learned in the mid-1980s that the American enterprises had to concentrate on quality to succeed in a globally competitive with ever-expanding market. In 1987, In recognition of its contribution to qualitative improvement, the Malcolm Aldridge Award was established. The requirements are: Strategic Planning, Leadership, Customer Service, Evaluation, Research & Information Management, Employee Development, Service and Performance of Operations.

After that, the scope of such awards has broadened to include the healthcare industry, training agencies and charitable organizations [4].

In Europe, the European Quality Control resources effectively and efficiently instituted Certificates of Excellence based on requirements of customer as well as market focus, Leadership, Strategic Planning, and Knowledge of assessment, study & management, inside focus on people, organizational outcomes, communal influence and managing Tool. Aim of EFQM the Achievement Honor is for outstanding performance both private, public and non-profit organizations. In their report ’In Search of Quality’ Peters and Waterman given eight elements building excellence in every one organization focused on lessons learned from best running American company. These key elements include: an intervention bias, Similar to the customer, Flexibility and innovation, People’s prosperity, Hands on, value oriented, Knitting, Simple shape, lean staff and loose-tightened assets at the same time [5].

In the 1990's there were competitions for excellence in education Founded. Baldrige Education excellence criterion in 1998, was established. The criteria cover seven Elements: management, strategic thinking, students and consultants the emphasis, evaluation, interpretation and awareness of the stakeholder’s process management, faculty as well as staff focus and the effects of the success. The parameters allow for dynamics Continuous development Process.

The eleven core values that are key to construction brilliance are: learning-centered education, managerial and private development, appraisal of students, staff and stakeholders, creativity, emphasis on the future, innovation management, de facto management, social accountability, emphasis on results and value creation and program perspective [6].

Another distinguished prize is the European Foundation for nominations for quality control, based on requirements consisting performance Feedback, consumer attention, Governance and consistency, Leadership by Procedures and facts, advancement of people and their implications, Continuous research, creativity and betterment Production of partnership.

Times Higher Education lists universities from around the world. Judiciously controlled performance measures are used for Provide the most detailed and realistic comparisons possible. Such measures are concentrated in five regions. Those five domains are given as: teaching: learning environment (30% of educational environment Overall score in the ranking), Research: measurements, income and standing (31%), Quoting: research influence (20%), business income: creativity (2.5%). The number, the outlook, staff, study students (7.5%).

3,000 Universities are analyzed by an expert team and positions in the highest 600. Apiece establishment is named as a whole scale of points and graded according to some other institutions. The World Universities Academic Ranking (ARWU) utilizes the following indicators:

- Education quality: An organization's alumni Nobel Award winners and Sports Awards (10 per cent)
- Faculty qualification: (a) the staff of the winning institution Nobel Prizes and Medals in Fields (22%) and (b) often quoted scientists in 22 diverse topic areas groups (25per cent)
- Work results: (a) Credentials written in Countryside and Knowledge (22 per cent); and (b) scientifically papers citing extended directory and communal sciences catalogue of quote (20 per cent)
- Quality per capita: Academic per capita institution's efficiency (10 per cent)

The key goal of QS World University Rankings is to enable scholars to sort an educated evaluation of opportunities for international study amongst themselves. The criteria used include a weighting of academic prestige (40%), an employer's image (10%), a teacher / student ratio (20%), a teacher limit (20%) and a global student ratio (6%) and a workers variable ratio. (5 per cent).

The Singapore Seminary Brillance Prototypical is also targeted towards comparable requirements covering: leadership, management of employees, strategic planning, processes focused on students, results of staff, administrative & performance, Relationship & Community Performance, and Main metrics of success. Professional institutions in India, with the exception of Bombay as well as Roorkee have no role in Technology the top 500 universities in world university rankings is concerned. Education quality awards are gaining those awards, however, have still not organized the excellence-assessment criteria. The various Models of Excellence
suggested it contains several similar elements. There needs to be a take consideration of the framework establishing innovation advanced schooling [7].

**Technical Program Academic Education**
There has been enormous increase in Academic institution over the last two decades. Currently, there are 81 institutions with central funding; and 8562 degree Focus on technical institutions including diploma level 3524 accepted institutions. The graduation potential and diploma standard institutions amount to 3.4 million. 3479 institutions out of 8562, deliver programs Technology and manufacturing. The Indian Development Institute also offers technology and engineering programs for regional technical institutes and universities. [8].

In addition, skilled workers, educated by the program leads to economic development and country development. The standard of education degree is strongly criticized and affects all backers, including rule creators, managers, tutors, manufacturing and humanity. Two system's key disadvantages are:

- Hazardous development of the program of professional education
- Lack of Program Value
- Low performance consistency
- Inadequate physical capital & inadequate full usage
- Faculty vacancies
- New students entering the professorship
- Teaching procedures based on the instructor
- More focus on theory
- Undue reliance on written examinations
- Student rotary memorization evaluation program
- Low Student Consistency, Cogency & Objectiveness Assessment
- Low Performance Acceptable

The mission ahead is to develop excellence in the setup. The complete refurbishment of training of engineering.

**Initiatives to Improve Quality by Indigenous Policy**
India’s Administration have been taken a range steps for respect steering. Intended for instance, declare the National Board of Accreditation as self-employed enterprise Regulatory body All India Technical Education Council (AICTE), start and preparation of the mission instructors, submission on Polytechnics under organized skills intervention growth, stimulating the National Mission Education through ICT etc., to enhance higher excellence and Country practical instruction.

The General Accreditation Panel have given full authorization independence to recognize computer systems & skill for Panel are probable to be developing national twigs and reinforce the current scheme to accredit all programs offered by the educational colleges. Just 20-25 per cent of programs have been approved at present [9].

The teacher and training mission was launched to improving the teachers’ quality to fulfill the needs of education programs, maintaining all current educational systems Professors provide trained continuous education innovations and approaches to recruit promising young people and develop them in the teaching career.

As part of the proposal for polytechnics under coordinated capability development measures, the Central Government has decided to assist state administrations / Union territories. Under this program, state governments / UTs shall be provided with a one-time financial assistance limited to 13.6 crores, to meet the capital costs of developing new polytechnics in 300 areas that have been unserved and not yet served. Within the NEM, ICT funded by development ministries of human capital, ICT (NMEICT), Indian State, a proper balance between content production, important field study bringing education and networking to combine our awareness is being pursued with the new advances [10].

In addition to this, the Summer Prakitsa for First Universities graduates, professors of major institutions such as IITs, IMIs, online joint courses, 1000 scholarships a year for qualified applicants for a CSIR / DRDO PhD in laboratories, Operationalization in Industry-Higher Education Council (CIHEC) schemes, etc. More information is received. Etc.

**Techniques Enhance Performance of The System Various Sub-Components**
It is well known fact for any country even for India also that India can spring up as a information influence solitary where a suitable higher education architecture is mounted. Indian youth showed up their inventiveness and Past Power Lifelong learning that reservoirs this innovation capability will unleash the India’s demographic dividend has latent potential. That is share of advanced knowledge and academic teaching passing complete a crucial process is a must for the program for enhancing the efficiency of its various sub component [11].
The standard of engineering education with a basification it's gone down from the students taking entry. The entrance exams lost their meaning and the students lacked the awareness, skills and attitudes which are important for pursue a degree in engineering. The following techniques can be used help to enhancing input quality:

- Admissions test should include a constituent of power and scholars will obey subdivision of industrial that they obligate that talent for.
- A score sawed-off would remain made the decision so that only admitted capable Engineering graduates.
- Bridge courses to fill in gaps should be offered that exists in the information and skills needed to do so. Such courses are available online.

Curricula must correspond to the needs of customers, fulfill student and social aspirations. The education curriculum of various technical programmers, and information requires urgent attention despite changes are held in the sciences, technology, workplace, internationalization, as well as globalization [12].

- The program will be consistent with the diploma characteristics decided in the Treaty of Washington
- Board of Studies (BOS) set up to develop the curricula for the different programs to serve industry.
- Industrial collaborations shall take the lead in the analysis and identification of manpower continuum profiles of engineering competences at various levels and through different branch divisions. The National Council for Developing Skills has already begun research in that direction and under the Skill Development Mission twenty-one sectorial training councils were created.
- Knowledge predicting commissions consisting of technicians and academics shall be formed for different disciplines for predicting developing ones skills covering different disciplines.
- Companies can offer the students electives. Along with example: Infosys offers Business courses intelligence, the preparation of business capital and creation of mobile applications in Sona university Banglore, Technology. Such sort of arrangement is going to help students gain knowledge and skills in specialized fields.
- There has to be a mechanism for obtaining feedback from employer monitor the effectiveness of pass-outs, to introduce curriculum changes.
- The alumni must have formal and informal input are collected to implement process improvements.
- All the curricula should be modular in design with credit-based rating framework for give suppleness and permit for students.
- Implementation of a variety of specializations in each discipline allows the students to choose from Courses according to their own interests. Possible provisions for core and open choice courses. Open Choices on higher level should be offered. Before biding Open electives, learning all of the core courses.
- Humanities & social-science lessons, management, work ethics & principles, engineering, Sustainable Development, there has to be technical and project management included in resume.
- This should include topics such as science and humanism sensitizing students to social needs and science can be instrumental in meeting those needs.

Resources: Strengthening of physical, human and information and financial capital [13].

- There has to be laboratories and workshops modernized according to The new developments in the different disciplines to provide the climate for schoolchildren in industry.
- Nearby institutions should consider founding joint (high-tech) laboratories to ensure the optimum resource utilization
- Industry should set up technical labs institutes offering the latest technical access and train the scholars rendering to the needs.
- Ensure maximum utilization of dual transfers, sustaining initiatives for education and skills growth, exchanging resources and facilities with other institutions;
- Retain and retain eligible staff by providing better pay and great opportunities for performance;
- Attract internationally renowned faculty by providing higher wages and benefits.

Research: To develop a research culture, organizations have to:

- Inspire exploration & experimentation.
- Providing faculties with incentives to undertake research, project consultancy, available exertion and Charters.
- Give students subsidies to undertake for developments.
- Include financial assistance to faculty and students to conference attendance and/or presentation of papers and presentations with and without India.
- Encompass or support students in consultancy for research projects.
- Made up of multidisciplinary student teams for work on project.
- Arrange meetings between industry-institutes to gather knowledge on the problems facing industry
- Foster the establishment by industry of incubation centers at the level of Institute.
• Promote and encourage research integration in the doctrine.

CONCLUSION

Business and educational establishments are collaborating on learning outcomes to improve the engagement and partnership of business institutes for higher learning organizations as well as the sharing of expertise and know-how, partnership Research and joint projects providing and holding of workshops and conferences. Institute-level adoption of the above strategies enhancing efficiency and achieving technical excellence pedagogy. Changes must be introduced simultaneously in different subcomponents of the plan to obtain desired results. Strategies for enhancing productivity and developing consistency should be implemented at the Institute level, such as enhancing curricula and instructional practices, linking with the working environment, optimizing the use of services, developing up a scientific community, formulating policy on staff development, and so on in the professional institutional framework. The paper reflects on approaches that can improve efficiency and achieve success through institutes Lifelong awareness that can unleash this innovation ability is a must for the performance improvement plan, which unleashes India’s demographic dividend, which has latent potential in higher education and technical education.
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